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WELCOME TO NB REAL ESTATE
Welcome to our listing guide for sellers! Within this guide you will find information on
home pricing, marketing, preparation, process, and a description of how we will diligently
work for you to achieve your real estate goals. We sincerely hope that after reading this
guide you will contact NB Real Estate for further information on selling your home.
NB Real Estate was born out of a desire to revolutionize real estate. Our core values
(being innovative, transparent, and ethical) drive our desires to help our clients achieve
their real estate objectives.
Our approach is honed by a combined 48+ years in global busines that we bring to real
estate. As innovators, we have an entrepreneurial spirt with a willingness to offer our
clients unique solutions.
Believing in
transparency, we
understand that we
work for our clients and
that our clients have the
right to understand how
their resources are being
used. Above all, we
believe in the ethical
value of our business
and have no desire to
participate in any
activities that could even
be perceived as unethical.
With NB, it is our hope that with our one of a kind service, knowledge of the market, and
attention to detail that you quickly realize we are different. We welcome the opportunity
to show you how our experience can result in your real estate satisfaction.

Frank Niwinski

Ralph Bagwell

Selling with NB
You are thinking about or have decided to sell your home, now what? You know you want
to get the most for your home, but how much will the current market bear? When is the
best time to sell? How can I extract the maximum value from my home? How long it will
take? What are we going to do after it sells? Obviously, the decision to sell your home
brings up a lot of questions.
Now is a good time to sit down with a real estate agent to discuss your options. Our role is
to provide you with the answers to these questions and to guide you through the process
of selling your home in a manner that achieves your desired objectives. First, we need to
discuss a few questions.
Why Sell and What’s Next?
Why do you want to sell your
property? Do you need to a
larger home? Do you need to
downsize? Do you plan to
move to another
neighborhood, school district,
city, or state? Everyone has a
unique answers to these
questions with its own
implications to your lifestyle,
finances, and life
opportunities. It is important to think this through to make sure you have considered the
potential outcomes and impact on your lifestyle.
It is also important to talk these things over with your agent. With the general
information of your “why and what’s next” an agent will be better prepared to develop a
sales strategy that fits your needs.
When to Sell?
We will help you establish a timeframe for the sale of your property. Is it urgent, or is
there time to optimize the selling opportunity? Obviously, every seller wants to sell their
home as quickly as possible and for the highest amount possible. Strategies, however,
differ based on your available time. If you need to sell quickly, we will provide you with a
complete market analysis and an action plan to achieve your goals. If there is no pressing
need to sell immediately, then we will develop a plan for extracting the maximum value of
your home from the marketplace.

What is My Home Worth?
Correctly pricing your home is a critical step in selling your home. An overpriced home
usually ends up selling below market value, while an underpriced home may not extract its
maximum value. Either way, you end up losing for an incorrectly priced home.
Our belief is that each home is unique, and pricing should be based on the attributes of
your home.
Frist, we give your home a through in-person evaluation. Then, we use our own pricing
algorithm and models to develop multiple pricing strategies for your home. Our pricing
models take the following into account:
1. Attributes of your home, market desirable characteristics
2. Condition of your home, any major issue/problems, age of components, etc.
3. Customizations, deviations from “standard” either in remodels or original build
4. Updates, current materials vs market desires the hardware, appliances, countertops,
bathrooms, flooring, paint colors, layout, etc.
5. Location, buyer market size for the area, area desirability, views, etc.
6. Market conditions, up market, market projections, available inventory, etc.
7. Marketplace comparisons, i.e. “comps”
8. Similar homes active on the market, your competition for the buyer’s eye
9. How you want to market your home, different marketing tactics
10. Your Need-for-Speed, how quickly you want to sell the house
As you can see, a lot goes into our pricing
model. We feel our price opinions will get
you maximum value in the market while
meeting your time demands for selling.
What our pricing model does not do is
also important. We do not feel bound by
or guided by price/sqft. A price/sqft
model may work for tract homes (i.e.
everything is similar from home to home)
or as a method to compare
neighborhoods. Most homes in our area,
however, are custom homes. Thus, our price opinions are based on your home’s unique
attributes, not what the average sqft price for an area is.

Our Compensation Structure and Transparency
Being transparent is a core principle of how we conduct our business. Our belief is that it
is your money, you should know what we are spending it on and how much we are
compensated for our time and expertise.
We will present you with two different component compensation models, a seller’s agent
component (that’s us) and a buyer’s agent component. Then, discuss these two
components independently.
The seller’s agent compensation is quite variable, from at (or below) discount brokerage
price to full brokerage compensation. The variability is based on how you want to market
your property and what you ask of us. For example, you want an active (i.e. paid)
marketing program with remarketing targeting potential buyers outside of North
Carolina, this can easily run over $5,000/month. Again, being transparent we will break
down the components of what you are paying us.
We will also guide you on compensation structure for the buyer’s agent. Traditionally, the
buyer’s agent is paid for by the seller. After our discussion on buyer’s agent compensation
you, the seller, will be able to select the compensation amount, if any, that you are willing
to pay for the buyer’s agent.

Buyer Tendencies and YOU the Seller
When selling your home, it is best to think of yourself as a merchandise retailer, that buyers are
your customer, and that similar houses for sale are your retail competition. Understanding your
customer is critical to successfully competing against your competition.
The 2019 National Association of Realtors (NAR) survey found that an online web site was the top
information source for buyer with 93% of home buyers using it. Other top information sources
include real estate agent (87%), mobile/tablet search device (73%), open house (51%), yard sign
(39%), and online video (35%).
This same study found that home buyers began their search 10 weeks before they purchased.
Buyers searched for
homes for at least
two weeks before
contacting an agent.
52% of homes
purchased were
found online by the
buyer, 29% of
purchased homes
were found by their
real estate agent,
and the remaining
19% were found in a
multitude of
different ways.
These data speak strongly as to how to the approach and critical components of selling your home.
For example, if 93% of buyer are looking at homes online, then 93% of buyers are making a buying
decision on your home based pictures on a web site. So, 93% of buyers are looking at the very first
picture and deciding yes/no on your house. Thus, high quality pictures are a must.
Real estate agents also play a significant role in attracting buyers. With 29% of the purchased
homes being found by an agent and 87% of home buyers saying an agent was a top source of the
buyer’s information. Then, reaching other agents and understanding agents’ tendencies is critical
to reaching buyers.
It is all about reaching potential customers and ensuring they are interested in your product over
your competition’s. Developing a buyer centric strategy for selling your home is what we excel at.

Marketing Your Home
We pride ourselves on our ability to develop innovative and unique marketing solutions for
your home sale. We use both traditional and non-traditional marketing methods to develop
the most effective marketing program possible for your home.
Our first step is to identify high probability buyers and determine how to reach these
individuals. Our marketing goal then becomes reaching as many potential buyers as quickly
as possible while balancing resource constraints.
It is imperative to generate as much “buzz” about your property as quickly as possible.
Housing sales data are clear, the longer your home sits on the market, the lower the sales
price you will get for it. This also speaks to how critical nature of the initial home pricing.
In addition to
standard/passive
advertising (i.e.
MLS picked up by
various web
sites). We also
use pay
advertising,
remarketing, and
utilizing social
media tactics as
necessary to
reach potential
buyers. These
tools are
especially important when high probability buyers do not currently live in the area.
It is worth noting that marketing tactics needed to sell your home vary based on location. It
is one thing to market a $700,000 house in North Raleigh where there are a significant
number of potential buyers, and quite another to sell a similar $700,000 house in Chatham
County. An agent should be able to explain this difference and how their marketing
program compensates for it.

We Also Offer and iBuyer Program

Preparing Your Home to Sell
Preparing you home to sell is an important step in the home selling process. Preparation is all
about establishing a positive impression in a buyer’s mind that says “I can really imagine myself
living here”.
To do this, we will work with you to identify the counter position “I do not want to buy this
house because…”. Then, identify financially sensible opportunities that reduce buyer objections
and increase your homes attractiveness.
We start at the front of your house. The front and entry offer the very first impressions buyers
have of your home. It is also the first picture buyers will see in a home search and the first thing
they see when visiting. The front of your home sets the buyers initial impression, we will work
with you to make it count!
Then we move inside, here it is all about creating that warm inviting feeling for buyers. The
human eye focuses in on imperfections. Although we may not recognize the imperfection, our
brain does and creates a “something is wrong” impression. We will work with you to eliminate
these small imperfections to help establish warm and fuzzy feelings for the buyer.
What about updates or
upgrades to your home?
Updates/upgrades can
increase your homes buyer
appeal but can come at
significant cost. We will
help guide you on items
that will benefit you the
most financially. Our
philosophy is that if you do
not significantly benefit
from the update/upgrade,
we see no reason to do it.

Negotiating and Accepting an Offer
Are you interested in some advice? The highest offer is not always the best offer and do not be
offended by a low offer. These are just but a few things we will guide you through once your
home is on the market and begin to receive offers.
Selling your house almost always includes multiple offers and counteroffers. As the seller, we
will prepare you for the negotiating position and tactics before you ever receive an offer.
How do we negotiate? Many agents will speak of their ability at “win-win” negotiations. Well,
that is not us! A win-win negotiation is when your spouse wants you to wear black shoes, while
you want to wear brown shoes. So, the win-win solution is to wear one black shoe and one
brown shoe. Ridiculous, right?
We negotiate from the
position that we want to
get what is best for you,
just as the buyer is
looking to get the best
deal for themselves. It is
not just our negotiating
tactics; it is everything we
do along the way that is
designed specifically such
that you achieve your real
estate goals to your
satisfaction.
Also, negotiations usually
do not end after offer
acceptance. Smart buyers will hire a home inspector to evaluate your home. Regardless of how
flawless you may think your home is, a home inspector is professionally trained and licensed by
the State of NC to find flaws in your house, which they will.
Once the inspector has identified these imperfections, expect the potential buyer to come back
with a request to either fix or compensate for the flaw. We will help you identify what is
reasonable, what is not reasonable and help negotiate to a satisfactory outcome.

Who is eXp Realty?
We would not normally include a section expounding on the virtues of a company, as this
usually has little benefit to the client. eXp Realty, however, is different, with you benefiting
the most.
eXp Realty (EXPI) is publicly traded on the Nasdaq stock exchange. It is a leading, rapidly
growing, cloud-based international real estate brokerage company. eXp Realty’s stated
purpose is to disrupt from within the traditional real estate market.
For comparison, most familiar national brand real estate firms are usually a local franchise
business. So, agent’s network within the local company are only affiliated within the local
sphere of the franchise, the local area.
eXp, on the other hand, is a national company. All eXp agents are all part of the national
brand. So, the network of an eXp agent in Chapel Hill includes all eXp agents in the Triangle,
agents in New York, California, Canada, Great Brittan, etc., etc., etc.
The advantage this offers to you, the customer, is that, 1) agents have access to the latest
and greatest technology to help sell your home and 2) our agent network is extensive.
You benefit from the extensive network because our internal network is not limited to
buyers from within the local market. As potential buyers decide to move to the triangle
area, eXp agents from all over the US (and abroad) are making referrals to agents in the
destination area. Our own internal referral network has hundreds of these referrals daily.
This allows us the
opportunity to
showcase your home to
a much geographically
broader audience of
potential buyers.
If you are moving to
another city after
selling your home, the
reverse becomes true.
We can help you find
and interview agents in
your new home area.

Thank you for Reading our Guide, We Sincerely Hope You
Will Consider NB for Listing Your Home
First, thank you for taking the time to read through our guide and consider NB Real Estate for
you listing agent. We hope you found the guide to be informative about the process and who
we are.
As mentioned, we started our partnership because of a mutual desire to revolutionize real
estate. To be disruptive to the current model. To make a change by bringing transparency,
innovation, and a high ethical standard to real estate agency.
Buying and selling your home is the biggest transaction most of us make during our lifetime. As
such, it is our belief that our clients know and understand the details of the home selling
process. This knowledge affords our clients the ability to partner with us in the home selling
process.
More importantly, we want our clients to be so informed that they feel comfortable with every
decision they are making and that their decisions have the highest probability of leading the
best possible outcomes. This is one of the major reasons our clients are so happy with our
service.
If you are looking for a real estate agents that are innovative, transparent, and ethical, then give
us all call. We would greatly appreciate the opportunity to discuss our thoughts on achieving
your real estate goals in the simplest stress-free manor possible and to feel comfortable that
your transaction was accomplished in a transparent, ethical fashion.

Thank You!
NB Real Estate
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